CACC defends engineering against cuts

Group plans report to regents

By Andy Drymon

In the latest round of a controversy over possible departmental cutbacks, engineering students and faculty gathered this week to express their concerns to the board of regents of the University of Iowa.

The meeting was held in response to a letter from the president of the university, which indicated that some departments, including engineering, might face budget cuts due to a decline in enrollments and funding from outside sources.

The engineering students and faculty expressed their concerns about the potential cutbacks, which they said could have a significant impact on the department and the university as a whole.

They pointed out that the engineering department is a major contributor to the university's research and innovation efforts, and that it plays a critical role in the state's economy.

They also stressed the importance of maintaining a strong engineering program, both for the university's reputation and for the state's future competitiveness.

The board of regents, which will consider the budget proposals in the coming weeks, has said that it will take into account the concerns expressed by the engineering community.

Khomeini rejects Rusudie's apology

In an interview with an Italian newspaper, Ayatollah Khomeini, the leader of Iran, rejected an apology issued by British author Salman Rushdie.

In the interview, Khomeini said that Rushdie's apology was not enough and that it was the responsibility of the British government to ensure that Rushdie was punished.

Rushdie was granted asylum in Britain after his novel "The Satanic Verses" sparked controversy when it was published in 1988.

The book was seen as offensive to Muslims, and many Muslim groups and leaders called for its burning and for Rushdie's punishment.

In 1989, Rushdie was awarded a knighthood by Queen Elizabeth II, but his award was rescinded after Iran threatened to execute him for blasphemy.

The issue of Rushdie's apology continues to be a source of tension between Iran and Western countries, and has been a major source of friction in recent years.

Local bookstores remove 'Satanic Verses'

Local bookstores began removing the novel "The Satanic Verses" by Salman Rushdie from their shelves in response to a request from Ayatollah Khomeini, the leader of Iran, who called for the burning of the book.

The novel, which was published in 1988, sparked controversy when it was seen as offensive to Muslims, and has been a major source of tension between Iran and Western countries.

As a result of the controversy, many bookstores have decided to pull the novel from their shelves in order to avoid any further conflict.

Sack tnetioned to prison, probation for loci;ury summer arson cases

By Robert H. Miller

A man was arrested and charged with arson after he was accused of setting a fire on a playground.

The man, who was found guilty of the crime, was sentenced to prison and placed on probation for three years.

Weather

Winter continues to be a factor in the Midwest, with temperatures remaining well below freezing and wind chill factors reaching as low as 30 degrees below zero.

This week, the weather in the Midwest is expected to continue to be cold, with temperatures remaining below freezing for most of the week.

The National Weather Service has issued a winter storm warning for the region, with heavy snow and blizzard conditions expected in some areas.

The warning covers parts of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, and is in effect from Monday morning through Tuesday evening.

The warning advises residents to stay indoors and avoid travel if possible, as the heavy snow and blizzard conditions could make driving hazardous.

The weather service also recommends that individuals keep a winter emergency kit at hand, which should include items such as food, water, and warm clothing.
Tauke addresses varied issues, plans clean gubernatorial race

By Mike Graver

Iowa residents are free and fairly uninformed about their candidates for the 1990 election. Yet most of the major candidates are standing and saying nothing. On the Republican side, Rep. Gary Tauke of Ankeny is the only candidate with a decent record to defend. Tauke said he also wants to end the state's mental health crisis.

The Republican candidate for governor, David O. Johnson of Des Moines, is malapropism for Johnson. He has no record to defend and no ideas to defend it with. Johnson is a proponent of the state's mental health crisis.

The Democratic candidate for governor, Tom Harkin of Iowa City, has a decent record to defend. He has a good chance of winning the governor's race. Harkin is an active participant in the state's mental health crisis.

The Republican candidate for U.S. Senate, Richard Lugar of Bloomington, Indiana, is a proponent of the state's mental health crisis. He has a good chance of winning the Senate race.

The Democratic candidate for the Senate, Paul Wellstone of Minnesota, has a decent record to defend. Wellstone is an active participant in the state's mental health crisis.

It's important to vote in these elections, because the candidates have a lot of power. They can make decisions that will affect your life. Your vote is important.

The candidates' records are important. They will make decisions that will affect your life. Your vote is important.

The candidates' records are important. They will make decisions that will affect your life. Your vote is important.
Local activists rally behind struggle against apartheid

By Kathleen Disbrow
The Daily Iowan

"Let's remember who participated in our struggle," said Joseph Dieacock, a graduate student at Iowa State University, at a rally held Friday at the Student Union. Dieacock, who participated in the 1976 student strike against apartheid policy in Namibia, said the以此代入的文本中的概念和思想。

The Independent occasionally publishes the misspeaking, offensive, or opinionated views of its contributors. When this happens, the Independent does not typically include the contributor's full name and title.
**AIDS lecture targets students**

ACHA president addresses students' health, self-esteem

**By Debbie Fleming**

Special to The Daily Iowan

Students' health consciousness is soaring, and the American College Health Association and its member institutions are looking for ways to extend their message to a younger audience.

"There is a new generation of students that really need to be targeted," said Dr. Richard Keeling, ACHA president and coordinator of health services at the University of Iowa. "The ACHA is trying to develop programs that will impact this generation and prevent the spread of AIDS.

For instance, February is the National HIV/AIDS Awareness Month, and the ACHA is sending packets to universities on the importance of health education and awareness.

In addition, the ACHA is working on public service announcements that will be played in airports to raise awareness about AIDS.

"The ACHA is also looking at developing a national health education program that will target younger audiences," said Keeling.

The ACHA is currently working on a program that will be presented to the American College Health Association's annual meeting in June.

The program will include a presentation on the impact of AIDS on society, a discussion on the role of health education, and a panel discussion on how to effectively communicate messages about AIDS to young people.

"The ACHA is committed to developing programs that will help prevent the spread of AIDS," said Keeling. "We believe that by targeting younger audiences, we can make a difference in the fight against AIDS."
Leaves Afghan alone

Just because the last Soviet combat troops have left Afghanistan does not mean that the war there is over. As the Soviets left the country, they repeated their offer to Washington and throughout the nation.

Unfortunately, in Washington, the Soviets left the country, they repeated their offer to...
Sirhan Sirhan regrets Kennedy assassination.

Sirhan, 44, who is on death row in a state prison,
has been serving a life sentence since 1967. He
was found guilty of assassinating President John
F. Kennedy in 1963.

Sirhan was sentenced to death after he
admitted to killing Kennedy.

Sirhan, a Jordanian citizen, had been in
the United States on a student visa since 1959.
He had been studying at Boston University when
he returned to Jordan on a leave of absence.

Sirhan told the judge that he was not
responsible for the assassination and that he had
been coerced into committing the crime.

Sirhan said he had been told by
an Arab nationalist group in Jordan that he
should return to the United States and kill
Kennedy as a way of expressing his
frustration with the United States' support of
Israel.

The United States government has denied
that it was involved in any way with the
assassination.

Sirhan's case has been a subject of
controversy and speculation since his
conviction. Some people believe that he
was unfairly tried and that his guilt is
questionable.

Sirhan's prison term is
scheduled to expire in
1974. He has been
 denied parole several
times.

Sirhan has also been
involved in legal battles
with the government over
his rights to see documents
related to his case.

Sirhan has been
granted a number of
exceptions to the
death penalty, including
in 1974 when he was
granted a new trial
because of a
confidential
information leak.

Sirhan's case has been
subject to numerous
appeals and
reconsiderations by
the courts.

Sirhan's family and
activist groups have
urged for his release,
arguing that he is
capable of redeeming
himself.

Sirhan has been
involved in various
activist causes throughout
his prison term, including
the Palestinian
cause.

Sirhan has been
active in
organizing protests and
activist events while in
prison, and has been
involved in numerous
legal battles over his
rights to see
documents related to
his case.
New group initiates Sri Lankan violence

**COLOMBO.** Sri Lanka (AP) — A new group calling itself the "Black Cats" announced 20 Sri Lankan villages in the first major violence since election results were announced last week, military officials said Tuesday.

The official said the victims were members of the People's Liberation Front, an ultranationalist Sinhalese group opposing the Sinhalese-dominated government's move to grant limited autonomy to Tamil in the north and east.

The group announced that about 250 villagers had been killed, and 100 more were injured in the violence. The official said that in the capital of north Sri Lanka, hundreds of residents were killed and injured by their Tamil neighbors.

The official identified the group as the "Black Cats," which he said was formed to fight against the Sinhalese-dominated government.

**COLOMBO.** Sri Lanka (AP) — A six-pound baby girl who entered the world at briefly story, page 1 A.

**Briefly**

**Nation/World**

Dole urges Senate to vote, halt dragnet around Tower

WASHINGTON, D.C. — John Dole and Dole has found nothing about that group as John Tower as defense secretary and said that Senate should "drop the dragnet" and move ahead with the vote.

"I think we should stop checking every corner. There's some evidence that some of the information about the vote," Dole, the Senate majority leader, said on the C-SPAN interview program "Face the Nation."

**John Tower considered Senate an appropriate venue, Baker said.**

"If I do, and I talked to the president yesterday, and I can report, that the president feels that's how we ask."

**Much of the impact John Tower's**

"Much of the impact John Tower's nomination into the Senate nomination once had not yet read the FBI reports that's going to be heard."

**Salt line: Dole said**

President George Bush must continue his campaign for John Tower's confirmation. Added on the NBC-TV program "Meet the Press," whether he
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"For a fast, free skin analysis, come and meet the CLINIQUE COMPUTER."
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) — It may sound like a broken record, but it's the story of a team in the nation's most up-and-down conference: Missouri is good enough to win the conference, but not good enough to win the game.

The Tigers, behind一律 3-pointer with 11:03 left, beat No. 14 Texas Tech 83-75 on Saturday night.

But Missouri (17-5, 8-5 Southeastern Conference) had a 12-point lead with 10 minutes left and Texas Tech (13-9, 4-9) never threatened to get close.

Missouri, which has won five of six, improves to 8-3 in the SEC. Texas Tech, which was coming off a 103-78 loss to Texas, has lost four of five.

"I think we were just better than them tonight," Missouri coach Buzz Williams said. "We played better defense. We were more physical and we shot the ball better.

"I think we dominated them in every phase of the game." Williams said.

Texas Tech coach Bob Knight said, "We were in the game for a little while, but then they started looking down the lane and getting easy baskets and it was over before it really started.

Wrestling

No. 13 Iowa went 3-0 to finish second at Iowa State, winning 15-14, 13-6 and 15-4. No. 11 Oklahoma won 19-15, 19-10 and 22-10.

"It was a good day for us," said Iowa wrestler Jonatan Benjamin, who won his 120-pound match 15-14. "It was a good day for the team and we're looking forward to the NCAA championships next weekend in Iowa City.

"We're just trying to get better every day, and that's what we did today."

Hawkeyes sneak away from Cyclones

Hamann falls at heavyweight seals win

By Bryce Miller

The Daily Iowan

Iowa will have to search for another state-of-the-art home this summer, as the University of Minnesota is moving to Minneapolis.

The Hawkeyes will host their final 33 home matches at Carver-Hawkeye Arena when the Minnesota Golden Gophers take the court for the first time at the new Target Center.

"It's going to be easier one of these years, but it's nice to have our home court advantage," said Iowa head coach Tom Brands.

"We've never had a home court advantage in the last two years, but it's nice to have that for the next two years and make a good job," Brand said.

Wrestling

The No. 13 Iowa was 3-0 in the 3-pointer with 11:03 left, beating No. 14 Texas Tech 83-75 on Saturday night.

But Missouri (17-5, 8-5 Southeastern Conference) had a 12-point lead with 10 minutes left and Texas Tech (13-9, 4-9) never threatened to get close.

Missouri, which has won five of six, improves to 8-3 in the SEC. Texas Tech, which was coming off a 103-78 loss to Texas, has lost four of five.

"I think we were just better than them tonight," Missouri coach Buzz Williams said. "We played better defense. We were more physical and we shot the ball better.

"I think we dominated them in every phase of the game," Williams said.

Texas Tech coach Bob Knight said, "We were in the game for a little while, but then they started looking down the lane and getting easy baskets and it was over before it really started.

Armstrong assists highlight blowout

By Eric Weiland

The Daily Iowan

Iowa basketball coach Tom cheer spray-painted in front of a group of basketball players, as they head to the locker room.

"It was a good day for us," said Iowa wrestler Jonatan Benjamin, who won his 120-pound match 15-14. "It was a good day for the team and we're looking forward to the NCAA championships next weekend in Iowa City.

"We're just trying to get better every day, and that's what we did today."
Sportsbriefs

Pacers trade Tisdale
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The Indiana Pacers traded forward Travis Tisdale to the Sacramento Kings for guard Randy Wittman, according to a person familiar with the negotiations. The person said the deal was for Tisdale to go to the Kings and a future second-round draft pick to the Pacers. Tisdale is a former 1st round pick who had been with the Pacers since 1994. He悩olved in a traffic accident and was ruled to have alcohol in his system. The report said it was believed that Tisdale would go to the Kings.

Wrestling

"Iowa or dent need to be for that young man to be acceptable."

Hawkeyes end first half, Lynch poured in 16 to lead

"He's a lot of problems." - Coach Clem Haskins

With 12 minutes, 52 seconds

"It's funny how one great pass

"To score a lot of problems." - Drake conceded there are

"A lot of times you look around.

Those who have been battling all season for

"A lot of things look and they wonder what's going on; you think that they're cut out for it." - Mullard added that the
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NBA Standings

LPGA Hawaiian Golf

Transactions

For $87c

Get the Deluxe on Us

By a Cheddarburger Deluxe for the price of a regular cheeseburger - the lettuce and tomato are FREE!

Scorndboard

iowa 22

LOvis State 17

Iowa City, July 15

The Iowa Hawkeyes defeated the Missouri State Bears, 22-17, at Kinnick Stadium on Saturday. Iowa's defense held strong throughout the game, allowing only 17 points. The Hawkeyes were led by quarterback Kurt Warner, who threw for 281 yards and three touchdowns. Iowa's running back, Ki-Jana Carter, rushed for 125 yards and a touchdown. The Hawkeyes will now prepare for their next game against the Nebraska Cornhuskers.

Washington

"We think they should be

beating the boarders of admitting a particular

the academic, the

those students in those institutions that are important part of their life." - Washington reiterated the proposed NCAA rules on transfer eligibility and house rules.

The Iowa Hawkeyes defeated the Missouri State Bears, 22-17, at Kinnick Stadium on Saturday. Iowa's defense held strong throughout the game, allowing only 17 points. The Hawkeyes were led by quarterback Kurt Warner, who threw for 281 yards and three touchdowns. Iowa's running back, Ki-Jana Carter, rushed for 125 yards and a touchdown. The Hawkeyes will now prepare for their next game against the Nebraska Cornhuskers.
Women's Swimming

"You know you've overcome a crisis when you're seventh at team and everybody's staring at you," Iowa's Linda Kruse said about the Hawkeye swim team's come-from-behind victory over seventh-ranked Northwestern in the Big Ten dual meet at the State of Iowa Aquatic Center in Iowa City Sunday, April 21. Kruse, who swam three events and turned in a 2:30.57 mark for fourth place in the 200 yard backstroke, said, "I knew that we were behind in the meet but the team was fighting hard. There were ups and downs but the team was really working hard to come back."

"The kids showed a lot of spirit, they don't give up until the very last minute and that's very important," Kentucky said.

Men's Gymnastics

The Hawkeyes swept the Cyclones and Warriors for both the men's and women's competitions at the State of Iowa Aquatic Center in Iowa City Sunday, April 21. Kentucky's team scored 199.65 to Iowa State's 198.55 and Missouri's 197.30.

"We really wanted our men to have a good performance to help us in the dual meet," Kentucky said. "The team has been working hard and we're happy to see them perform.

Freshmen key weekend win;

Hawks breeze past Iowa past same

By Mike Policky

For the first time all season, Iowa was able to score a collegiate meet. The Hawkeyes defeated the University of Iowa, 6-4, in the Iowa Tennis Center Sunday, April 21. The meet was the first collegiate match for freshmen Josh Brown, Ben Sattler, and Adam Sattler.

"I think Iowa was really the key to our performance," Coach Bob Leonard said. "They were able to take our team to a new level.

Improved low sea set for Big Tens

By Ken Lewis

The Hawkeyes were one of 17 teams at the UNI-Dome Open in Cedar Falls, Iowa. Illinois State has been able to provide a good challenge for the Hawkeyes.

"It was a really exciting meet," Coach Bob Leonard said. "We're happy to be able to set a new low sea set for the Big Ten.

Men's Track

By Ken Lewis

The Hawkeyes competed against Northern Iowa, Iowa State and Division II and III schools from the Midwest. The men's team was unable to get Iowa State away with a meet-high first-place finish. However, the Hawkeyes were still able to win the meet.

"It was a great day for the Hawkeyes," Coach Ted Wheeler said. "The men's team was able to win the meet and earn first place for the first time."
By Eric Weiland

The Daily Iowan

For the past 30 years, the Iowa men’s basketball team has had to beat Iowa State out of the water in their annual meeting. This year, it happened again.

Iowa’s Brian Roberson-Mitchell scored 12 points and 17 rebounds, leading the Hawkeyes to a 63-47 win over the Cyclones at the Hancher Auditorium on Thursday night.

The win marked the 30th anniversary of the Hawkeyes’ first Big Ten Championship, which they won in 1989.

In the game, Iowa faced a tough challenge from Iowa State, which had won the last four meetings between the teams.

Iowa started the game strong, with guard Jordan Bohannon leading the way with 11 points in the first half. Bohannon scored 14 points in total, including four 3-pointers.

In the second half, Iowa continued to dominate, with forward Tyler Cook adding 11 points and 12 rebounds.

Despite the loss, Iowa State head coach Steve Prohm praised his team’s effort.

“Our guys did a good job,” Prohm said. “We played hard and fought to the end.”

The Hawkeyes improved to 17-11 overall and 7-11 in the Big Ten, while the Cyclones fell to 14-14 and 6-12 in conference play.

Iowa faces its next challenge on the road against Nebraska on Saturday. The game is scheduled to tip off at 7:30 p.m. CT.

---

**Grounded Gopher**

By Carolyn La-Braud

The Daily Iowan

Iowa City, Iowa — The Daily Iowan, the newspaper of the University of Iowa, is seeking a new editorial staff for the 2023-24 academic year.

The Daily Iowan is the oldest continuously published college newspaper in the United States, having been established in 1868. It is produced by students at the University of Iowa and is published daily during the academic year.

The newspaper is seeking candidates for positions in its editorial staff, with an emphasis on diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Candidates should have strong journalistic skills and a commitment to producing high-quality journalism that serves the needs of the Iowa City community.

The Daily Iowan publishes in print, online, and through social media, with a focus on local news, sports, and culture.

The newspaper also sponsors a variety of student organizations, including the Daily Iowan Framed Art Project and the Daily Iowan Film Festival.

Candidates should submit their applications online through the University of Iowa Division of Recreational Services website. Applications are due by April 15, 2023.

For more information, contact Carolyn La-Braud at la-bradu@uiowa.edu.
The Daily Break
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Entertainment Today

At the Bijou

"W" - a new play told until the present occasion of the play's opening, is being p..."n our empty song..."

By David A. Lachter

K. W. As. H. 11-19-89

Ziggy gets Hancher jammin’

Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers provided the perfect medium for the Hancher Auditorium audience Thursday for a show that combined the talents of several acts into one. The band from the Caribbean played a set of reggae and jazz rhythms, and the audience was treated to a moving performance by the group. Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers played for an enthusiastic crowd, and the atmosphere was electric. The show was a fitting conclusion to the concert, symbolically speaking of the spirit of unity and the group's message of peace and happiness.

Cliché Sousa Spectacular marches through Hancher

By Diane T. Dowdenhead

The Sousa Band played to a packed audience Thursday night at the Hancher Auditorium. The band performed a selection of marches, including "The President's Own," "The Stars and Stripes Forever," and "The Army Drummer." The performance was a fitting tribute to the American military and its history.

The Daily News

W. M. H. 11-19-89
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1. The word used until the present occasion of the play's opening, is being p..."
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Pianist lurks in poet's work

By Tom Hunter
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Hormel® Single Servings
- Chili, 7.5 oz.
- Scalloped Potatoes & Ham, 7.5 oz.
- Vienna Sausage, 5.0 oz.
- Noodles & Chicken, 7.5 oz.
2 for $1 

Hershey BIG BARS
- 4 ounce
- Milk Chocolate
- Almond
- Mr. Goodbar
- Kit Kat
Baby Ruth Butterfinger
- 3-Pack Candy Bars

Green Giant® Vegetables
- Corn Niblets, 12 oz.
- Green Beans, 14.5 oz.
- Sweet Peas, 15 oz.

Fresh 'n' Pure Fruit Drinks
- Crape
- Apple
- Fruit
- 10 oz. Size

25% Off ALL APPAREL & KNITWEAR
- Flannel Shirts
- T-Shirts
- Sweet Shirts
- Socks
- Winter Gloves
- Knit Hats
- Thermal Underwear
- Bear-Paw Scrapers

2012 Enrol as U

Eagle Snack Mix
32 oz. reusable tin
$4.99 

Prices effective thru Saturday, February 25, 1989

Count on people who care